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PREVIOUS WORK AND INTRODUCTION

Leverage analysis, introduced by Prince and Nicholson
(1985) to allow identification of the data points that most
strongly affect the estimate of a refined variable in a least-
squares procedure, is a powerful tool to improve the strategy
for the structure refinement of minerals and to validate the re-
liability of its results. We recently applied leverage analysis to
high-resolution X-ray diffraction data collected from two
samples which represent extreme situations within rock-form-
ing minerals: (1) a garnet, cubic, space group Ia3

–
d, with four

structural sites, only one of which is in a general position, (2)
an amphibole, monoclinic, space group C2/m, with 14 to 18
structural sites most of which in general position (Merli et al.
2000). We found that high-resolution data (sinθ/λ ≥ 0.8 Å–1)
are crucial to obtain reliable structure-refinement results for
simple and highly symmetric structures such as garnet, and that
truncation of low-θ reflections is dangerous when estimating
the scattering power at the structural sites (hereafter called site
scattering) for both samples.

Here we examine the problems that may be encountered
during the structure refinement of olivine, another widespread
group of rock-forming minerals that is intermediate between
garnets and amphiboles both for symmetry and complexity.
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ABSTRACT

Leverage analysis enables identification of reflections with the greatest influence on the estimate
of each refined variable, and thus may be an important tool to improve standard structure-refinement
procedures, especially in the case of minerals with complex composition. In this work, leverage
analysis was used to investigate in detail the influence of each reflection in high-resolution X-ray
diffraction data collected from olivine, a mineral often used to model order-disorder processes and
to calculate temperatures of closure and cooling rates of host rocks. Particular attention was paid to
the estimate of the scattering power at the cation sites, that are crucial for the above studies. Various
procedures for data correction and refinement were also investigated, and the different possible
choices were compared to choose the strategy that provides the best results.

The presence of high-leverage weak reflections in olivine strongly suggests that systematic data
truncation according to intensity threshold should be avoided. The estimates of the site-scatterings
obtained under the different conditions tested are very close (always ≤3 σ); they are often smaller
than those which may be obtained from electron-microprobe analysis under different experimental
conditions or on inhomogeneous (zoned) crystals. Chemical data should thus not be routinely used
to constrain the refinement procedure and/or to optimize final site-populations, provided that appro-
priate errors are given; on the other hand, they are valuable to appreciate the presence and the amounts
of very minor, sometimes unexpected, substituents. Our tests show that precision better than 0.001
in site-occupancy determination (sometimes claimed in the literature) is probably not achieved.

Olivine is frequently used in thermodynamic and kinetic cal-
culations, as the degree of order of the Fe2+-Mg distribution
between the two independent octahedral sites (M1 and M2)
can be related to the temperature of closure of the exchange
process and to the cooling rate of the host rock.

The determination of the site populations at the M1 and M2
sites in olivine is usually based on: (1) their refined site-scat-
terings; (2) their geometrical features (mainly mean bond-
lengths, mbl); (3) constraints from the electron-microprobe
analysis; (4) crystal-chemical assumptions for the site prefer-
ence of the minor constituents (Ca and trivalent cations). The
estimate of the site scattering is the basis of the procedure, and
its accuracy and precision are thus crucial.

A precision of ±0.0007 in the (Mg vs. Fe2+) occupancies at
the M1 and M2 sites in orthopyroxene (the highest precision
claimed so far) may give calculated cooling rates ranging from
0.06 to 0.6 °C/y (Kroll et al. 1997). Moreover, different (albeit
highly precise) strategies applied in two top-level laboratories
on two distinct orthopyroxene crystals separated from the same
portion of a meteorite resulted in equilibration temperatures of
388 and 467 °C, and in cooling rates of 0.2 and 18 °C/y, re-
spectively (Zema et al. 1996; Kroll et al. 1997), which should
be considered satisfactory agreement given all the sources of
random and systematic errors (Kroll et al. 1997). The need for
reliable estimate of the site populations is even more critical in
olivine than in orthopyroxene because: (1) Fe2+/Mg ordering is


